The IST Polymnia project is creating a fully automated system for personalised video generation, including content creation, selection and composition. This paper presents a linguistically motivated solution using context-free feature-augmented grammar rules to describe editing tasks and hence automate video editing. The solution is media and application independent.
Introduction
The Polymnia project aims to develop a fully automated system to produce personalised videos for theme park and museum visitors. The system uses cameras to record the experience of all the visitors. The video streams are analysed and segmented according to content, including which visitors are present. For each visitor, video clips of their experiences are selected and arranged to produce a personalised film which is recorded onto a DVD. The system must operate in near real-time in order to produce the souvenir before visitors leave the venue. This paper focuses on the technique used for automatic selection and arrangement of video clips.
The roller coaster scenario
As shown in Figure 1 , cameras are strategically placed on a roller coaster ride, e.g. to record close ups of the visitor in the chariot throughout the ride (1), embarking/disembarking (2, 3) , and the visitor experiencing the two main drops (4, 5) . Content-based analysis of the video streams is used to detect and identify the different visitors. Additional sensors are used to detect events such as the location of a roller coaster chariot on the track. This information is added to each video stream as an MPEG-7 annotation, which is fed into an automatic media editing system that then selects the relevant video segments for each visitor and produces a personalised film of their experience.
Film production
The placement of cameras, the selection of video clips and their arrangement to produce a short film are specified by a professional film director. Video clips are edited according to the time of real-world events or other shots. An example is shown in Figure 2 where shot 2 (S2) is a 30 seconds long video clip extracted from camera 1 (Cam 1) that starts when the visitor is detected in Cam 1 (Event A). This triggers shot 1 (S1) which is extracted from camera 2 (Cam 2) with end time equal to the start time of S2, and so on. In this way, shot generation is event triggered and can involve footage captured both before and after an event. The film director's ideas are implemented as a set of editing rules that are triggered by the semantic annotations on the video footage. These rules create the shots and combine the shots according to the director's specification to produce a SMIL film script that defines a personalised film for every visitor.
Automated video editing
A rule-driven aggregation approach is used for video editing to make it easy to offer alternatives and make the video editing system more robust against unexpected input, for example where the visitor is obscured in one of the clips and thus not detected by the analysis module. As shown in Figure 3 in the roller coaster scenario, three shots (S1, S2, S3) are combined to produce a film about a visitor embarking and starting the ride. Two short films of the climb and drop sequences are produced by concatenating shots S4, S5, S6 and shots S7, S8. These are combined to make a film about the ride. Finally, a film about the entire roller coaster experience is created by concatenating the short films about embarking, the ride, and disembarking. 
A linguistically motivated solution
The solution presented in this paper was inspired by previous work in computational linguistics [1] and expert systems [6, 8] . Our requirements for automated film editing are similar to syntactic parsing and sentence generation in computational linguistics where the grammatical structure of a sentence is described by context-free rules that define valid word and phrase combinations according to their part-of-speech tags, e.g. verb, noun, article, verb phrase, noun phrase. A grammatically correct sentence is generated by applying the rules to a set of words to produce phrases which are aggregated to produce a complete sentence. This is the same as the video editing problem except text generation uses non-overlapping complete words to produce a sentence whereas video editing can use overlapping video clips in the final result.
Our grammar also allows the use of mutually dependent conditions (Figure 4 ) as opposed to independent conditions used in most expert systems. Two conditions can define tests that reference the properties of elements that are matched by the other condition. 
Context-free feature-augmented grammar
Our grammar operates on elements and describes the creation of new elements based on other elements. An element is a collection of properties where a property is a key-value pair. The key is a textual name and a value can be anything that is comparable, e.g. number, text and time. For instance, a video clip is an element with properties such as camera name, start/end time, duration, object type and object name.
The grammar is shown diagrammatically in Figure  5 and consists of rules in two parts. The first part is a list of conditions that a set of existing elements must satisfy in order to activate the rule. The second part is a definition of the properties of a new element created as a result of the rule firing.
A condition consists of a collection of property tests where a test is a triplet of property name, test operator and test value, e.g. (label, equals, S1). A condition can optionally define a set of references to the property values of matched elements which may be used by 
Rule application algorithm
Our algorithm for rule application uses an element pool initialised with the observed events, e.g. a visitor was detected by Cam 1. Every rule is then applied to the pool to create a new set of elements which are added back to the pool, e.g. the shots, the short films and finally the complete film. Set refinement is used to find all possible combinations of elements that satisfy the rule conditions in three steps.
The first step applies context-free tests to eliminate clearly non-matching elements, e.g. to exclude all clips not about a specific visitor.
The second step analyses the candidates for each condition to establish the range of property values in each group, thus enabling the application of contextdependant tests to further reduce the candidate set, e.g. to select the longest video clip.
The final step applies the remaining tests to each candidate combination to identify complete matches which result in the creation of new elements that satisfy all the conditions.
Evaluation
Our solution has been evaluated in personalised video souvenir generation for a theme park using real footage from a roller coaster. The grammar has a total of 19 rules. Frames taken from the resulting film are shown in Figure 6 . The first frame includes a rectangle from the content-based visitor detection system. A graphical user interface is used to define the rules as shown in Figure 7 . This includes incorporation of stock footage, which is also annotated using MPEG-7. The properties used for the matching stock footage include time of day, season, weather and lighting.
Related work
Automatic media editing and video generation is progressing naturally towards the creation of domain independent solutions [2, 10, 12] . These systems aim to encode common film editing and story generation rules to make them generally applicable.
The main challenge is creating the complementary content analysis system that can automatically extract the rich semantic information required to activate the rules.
Experimental automatic video editing systems have also been developed for specific scenarios such as multiparty conversation in meetings [11] and documentary generation [2, 3, 5, 7] .
The importance of adopting an abstract representation for media editing is also recognised in work [4, 9] aimed at describing fixed film scripts, although the ability to describe alternative strategies is typically missing, e.g. what to do if a video clip is missing.
Existing approaches typically describe fixed presentations with predefined behaviour and known actions.
Polymnia requires a solution that can automatically adapt a film script according to what video clips are available. Our rule-based approach makes the encoding of alternative editing strategies possible and manageable.
Conclusions
This paper presents a rule-based grammar and feature-based media editing which stems from work in computational linguistics. This is used to encode a film director's ideas about how a film should be made along with a rule-application algorithm for implementing the ideas in real situations. Automation does not remove the human element from media production, rather it enables a human operator to provide all the information about a task which is then executed and completed automatically, thus removing the need for continuous interaction.
Our solution has been designed for video editing, however it is applicable to any kind of media editing that involves the selection, arrangement and aggregation of content such as music clips, photographs and text.
